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In their recent report [1], Sharma and coworkers explore the
early detection of breast cancer. They analyzed a gene
expression data set (1368 genes in 62 normal and 40 tumour
samples, including sample duplication in different batches)
using the nearest shrunken centroid method. They identified a
panel of 37 genes that permitted early detection, with the
classification accuracy being about 82%. This is a typical
problem with sample classification based on gene expression
profiling. The objective is to achieve high prediction accuracy
with as few genes as possible, and so feature selection plays
an important role; examination of a large number of genes will
increase the dimensionality, computational complexity, and
clinical cost. According to our previous study of data sets
from patients with colon cancer, leukaemia and breast cancer
[2], we estimated that five or six genes – rather than 37 –
would be sufficient for the early detection of beast cancer [1].
So how many genes are indeed needed? In order to address
this question, we evaluated the data presented by Sharma
and coworkers using the Tclass system [2].
In the Tclass system, Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis and
a step-wise optimization procedure for feature selection are
used to analyze a batch adjusted data set [1] in two ways.
The first is to take the prediction accuracy from the training
set as the object function. The second way is to take the
classification accuracy from the leave-one-out cross-
validation as the object function. For the former, the selected
optimal feature sets are evaluated by randomly dividing all
tissue samples into a training set (e.g. 50%, 67%, or 85% of
samples) and a test set 200 times. The relationship between
the prediction accuracy and the number of genes is
illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows that the greatest prediction
accuracy was achieved using six genes (Fig. 1a); other peaks
in accuracy occurred when 10, 13, or 15 genes were used
(Fig. 1b). Furthermore, two genes – the 481th (BC009696)
and the 801th (BC000514) – permitted classification
accuracy as high as 86%, which is greater than the 82%
achieved by Sharma and coworkers [1] with the selected 37
genes.
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Figure 1
Number of genes examined and classification accuracy. The relationship between the number of genes and classification accuracy is shown for 
(a) different partition ratios and (b) leave-one-out cross-validation analysis.Breast Cancer Research    October 2005 Vol 7 No 5 Li
In summary, we may draw the following conclusions. First, the
number of genes needed for early detection of breast cancer
is fewer than 10, based on the data set in the report by
Sharma and coworkers [1]. Second, the classification
accuracy will gradually decrease when the number of genes
exceeds 6 (Fig. 1a) and 10 (Fig. 1b). Related details and
information regarding the Tclass system are available upon
request or from our website [3].
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